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STEAM LOCOMOTIVE LUBRICATION

Essential precepts The maintenance of an hydrodynamic oil film, first demonstrated by Beauchamp Tower in 1883 and avoiding boundary lubrication conditions

Control of the oil temperature to avoid cracking and degradation with a total loss system

Cylinder wear and leakage Use of narrow rings, invented by Ramsbottom in 1854. Leakage is controlled by pressure acting behind the ring, not by spring pressure

Lubrication systems Mechanical v displacement lubricators.

Atomising delivery v solid oil injection

Anti-cabonisers

Carbonisation Consists of oil plus smokebox ash and boiler salts caused by suction down the blast pipe. Essential to avoid vacuum in the cylinders by using drifting steam and correct cut off setting

Anti vacuum valves Snifting valves, Bypass valves - Anderson type

Piston valve type with sliding heads - Trofinoff, Nicolai, Muller, widely used on German standard locomotives

Diesel practice Helical honed cylinder bores, hard chromed piston rings, 20,000 hours service
Fig. 65.—Sections through Locomotive Driving Axlebox, G.W.R.
the bearing from the journal. Feeding oil at a point where the load was greatest, in this case the top of the bearing, was thus shown to be a very poor method of lubricating the bearing. (indeed it proved to be a most effective method of removing oil from the bearing!).

Fig. 1.2 The results of Tower's experiments.

By 1885, when Tower published his second
supply still provided at the top (Fig. 2.9(E)). A better method of increasing the surface area at the crown was to feed the oil into two transverse grooves cut either side of the centre line, at an angle of about 40°, as shown in Fig. 2.9(F).

A variety of tests were undertaken by the LMS to determine the most desirable point at which to apply the oil. For an adequately loaded bearing the final arrangement arrived at was that shown in Fig. 2.9(G). A forced oil feed was introduced through a number of holes situated on the front and back horizontal centre line which then allowed

modified by directing the forced oil supply underkeep to help maintain its oil level, in to the bearing. The LMS (and subsequent axlebox ultimately became almost identical initiated on the GWR under Churchward, he who had been the first to achieve an coupled axlebox design using Tower’s principle.

Although Churchward had shown the underkeep pad was a cheap and simple lue and would give excellent results in a p designed axlebox, other methods to provide flow of lubricant to the bearing surface
This clearance is obtained by boring the box 0.05" larger than journal diameter. The bedding of the bearing by scraper is eliminated by honing of the surface after boring.
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large class numerically. By 1939 a considerable number of these engines had been fitted with steel driving boxes identical in design.

**Fig. 15.**
AXLEBOX WITH BEARING EXTENDED BEYOND 180°.
In the case of two-cylinder engines, either with inside or outside cylinders, the main driving boxes are subject to heavy forces of a complex nature, and provision should be made to meet these conditions. This is done by adding to the arc of bearing contact for the main journal bearings. Frequently, also, the main journal bearings are made larger in diameter than for the other coupled axles and often the length is also increased.

Large main journals are standard practice in North America where, both in the United States and Canada, the outside cylinder two-cylinder locomotive has been developed much further than elsewhere. British practice is to maintain one size of journal for all coupled wheels in order to preserve one axlebox design for the particular class of engine. The most usual practice on many railways elsewhere is, however, against this, and larger journals and axleboxes to suit are used for main driving axles.

Lateral and Longitudinal Play.—When the coupled axleboxes are
PISTON RINGS

The objective is to create a seal by bringing two geometrically right faces into contact with two equivalent faces, the ring top and face and the bore surface and groove side. This condition makes the seal and must then be held whilst the piston travels. If the cylinder is double acting the condition must be switched to the opposite side of the groove as the pressure direction is reversed.

As inserted or after standing, the ring can be lying anywhere in the groove. A force is required to push the ring onto the groove side face — only the pressure can do this and then only with some leakage which we must minimise as far as possible. Fig. 1a shows a typical compression ring sitting free in its groove. To enable the ring to expand radially to seal the bore fit it has side clearance a and b. It is these clearances which cause the ring to excite itself by pressure effects and to seat on the groove face.

The high pressure finds a path through the piston to bore clearance then via the restriction of the open groove side clearance to the ring underside. Whilst passing down the groove clearance 'a' the resistance to flow causes a pressure drop and a force pushing the ring away from the pressure source. At the ring far side the leakage meets the other side clearance 'b' and exhausts to low pressure but again with a pressure drop in the clearance and a force this time acting towards the pressure source. If the clearances are very small the first groove action takes place a few milliseconds before the second and the ring is pushed onto its face to seal Fig. 1b.

When the clearances are too large the pressure enters the underside without pushing the ring across axially, because the resistance to flow is too low, and inflates the underside to push the ring outwards onto its bore. A condition of ring locked on bore and not free to move occurs and is accompanied by very heavy leakage. Fig.

---

**Fig. 1a** RING STANDING FREE IN GROOVE

---

**Fig. 1b** AXIAL EXCITING FORCES
lying anywhere in the groove. A force is required to push the ring onto the groove side face—only the pressure can do this and then only with some leakage which we must minimise as far as possible. Fig. 1a shows a typical compression ring sitting free in its groove. To enable the ring to expand radially to seal the bore it has side clearance a and b. It is these clearances which cause the ring to excite itself by pressure effects and to seat on the groove face.

The high pressure finds a path through the piston to bore clearance then via the restriction of the open groove side clearance to the ring underside. Whilst passing down the groove clearance 'a' the resistance to flow causes a pressure drop and a force pushing the ring away from the pressure source. At the ring far side the leakage meets the other side clearance 'b' and exhausts to low pressure but again with a pressure drop in the clearance and a force this time acting towards the pressure source. If the clearances are very small the first groove action takes place a few milliseconds before the second and the ring is pushed onto its face to seal. Fig. 1b.

When the clearances are too large the pressure enters the underside without pushing the ring across axially, because the resistance to flow is too low, and inflates the underside to push the ring outwards onto its bore. A condition of ring locked on bore and not free to move occurs and is accompanied by very heavy leakage. Fig.

**FIG 1a** RING STANDING FREE IN GROOVE

**FIG 1b** AXIAL EXCITING FORCES

**FIG 1c** RADIAL FORCES
Fig 2: Forces acting on a Ring

An elementary description shows that the gas G gets behind the back (1) of the ring (2) creating the uniform pressure distribution (3). From A to B the pressure falls from the gas pressure $p_s$ to $p_B$. This partially balances the pressure $p_s$ leaving a component force $F_1$ which must be supplied by the reaction from the groove side. The same happens with pressure $p_c$, there remaining a component formed by the wall reaction $F_2$. This reaction is transmitted by the sum of the oil hydrodynamic pressure and the metallic contact.

Thus the seal is obtained by the pressure of the gas and not by the ring elasticity. The latter has to ensure that it clings at all times to the wall and not to the bottom of the groove as may occur if the ring is broken.
Fig 26: The American Duplex Cast-Iron/Bronze Ring

B are bronze segments alternating with opposite cast iron segments A. During working, all segments get worn down leaving the wear gap on the top. With reference to Fig 38, the leakage area F is very large because 'a', instead of being (say) 1mm, is ~12mm. This contributes to the very large losses measured in France for the '411R' [97].

The retaining ring D forces the bronze sector B to wear out at the same rate as the cast-iron segments A, thereby making the assembly to work as a real composite bearing. The softer bronze shaves off the peaks of the liner asperities, thereby producing a smoother surface leading to an enhanced hydrodynamic support, hence less wear. But the question is not just to have little wear, but to have a small leakage area: even with zero wear, that area is far greater than that of a usual European narrow ring. The Author does not understand why Chapelon was seduced by this design.
Fig. 235.—Lubrication of Four-Cylinder Engines with Superheater, G.W.R.

(Additional piping omitted in two-cylinder engines.)
DIAGRAM OF CYLINDER & LUBRICATION SYSTEM.

WD 2-10-0

1945
ON THIS ENGINE THE STEAM FOR ATOMISED LUBRICATION IS CONTROLLED FROM THE CYLINDER COCK LEVER.

NOTICE FOR B.B. ENGINES WITH ALTERED LUBRICATION SYSTEM TO OCCUPY SPACE VACATED BY CYL. GAUGE.
If, on the other hand, an engine was drifting with the lever in about 30% cut-off, the action of the valves and pistons caused a pressure to accumulate in the steam chests. The pressure was built up from smokebox gases drawn down the blast pipe because the snifting valves only opened when vacuum was formed in the steam chests. These gases may contain large quantities of smoke, soot, cinders or coal dust which caused carbon deposit in the cylinders, valve chests, steam pipes and superheater, causing undue wear of the valves and pistons.

The correct and best position for drifting (or coasting) was with lever in 45% cut-off (5th notch). When drifting with the gear in this position, whilst a certain quantity of air was drawn in through the snifting valves and there was also a light suction down the blast pipe, a mean position was obtained between the two undesirable extremes (See graph Fig. 29).

If, in addition to the lubricator combining valve, the regulator was opened slightly (i.e. not sufficient to provide power in the cylinders) the steam passing through the cylinders prevented smokebox gases being drawn in through the blast pipe and ensured a better distribution of the cylinder lubrication.
FIG. 7.  FOWLER-ANDERSON BYE-PASS VALVE.
This interesting design of piston valve of Russian origin has the feature of providing an automatic bye-pass when the regulator is closed. Fig. 31 shows this valve for normal working and fig. 32 illustrates how the bye-pass is obtained. The valve consists of a spindle \( A \) with two stop discs \( B \) rigidly fixed to the spindle, between which are mounted the two slidable pistons \( C \). When the regulator is open, steam enters between the two slidable pistons and forces them apart, and into contact with each stop disc. Thus, as the valve spindle is driven forward and backward the sliding pistons have the same movements, and the whole valve works as a solid unit. With the regulator closed, there is no pressure between the slidable pistons, so that when the spindle is reciprocated, the stop discs push them toward each other, where they remain stationary, as shown in fig. 32. It will be seen that a passage is provided through the slidable pistons, thus connecting both ends of the cylinder with each other and the atmosphere through the exhaust passages.

Fig. 31.—Trofinoff piston valve—normal position

Fig. 32.—Trofinoff piston valve—bye-pass position
Beweglicher innerer Kolbenkörperform auf Schiebetanz montierter äußerer Kolbenkörperform über die Ausführung zum inneren Zylinderumlauf.

Buchse Schraubenfeder A: Kolben im Arbeitsstellung B: Kolben im Ruhe- und Leerlaufstellung

Schiebebolzen (äußerer fester Kolbenkörper) innerer beweglicher Kolbenkörper

Today most cylinder liners made of untreated cast iron are used as the counter running surface to the piston ring. For final machining of the running surface, clean plateau honing, also recommended by Federal-Mogul, has long since become the norm. Nitrided or laser hardened cylinder sleeves are therefore being used less frequently. Cylinder sleeves today have a service life of around 100,000 operating hours; the sleeve must be honed twice during this period.

In summary we can say that the introduction of the chrome ceramic coating in combination with the antipolishing ring marked a milestone in the development of the module piston ring and cylinder sleeve. The anti-polishing ring (also called fireband) is a ring inserted in the upper end of the cylinder sleeve in order to prevent carbon deposits forming on the piston above the top compression ring.

\[
\begin{align*}
R_{pk} &< 0.3 \ \mu m \\
R_k & = 0.5-3.3 \ \mu m \\
R_{uk} & = 1.0-3.0 \\
(\text{acc.} \text{ISO 13565})
\end{align*}
\]

Plateau honing
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